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ABSTRACT
Merger processes play an important role in galaxy formation and evolution. To study the influence of merger processes on the evolution
of dust properties and cosmic star formation rate, we investigate a local sample of major merger galaxies and a control sample of
isolated galaxies using GALEX ultraviolet (UV) and Spitzer infrared (IR) images. Through a statistical study, we find that dust
attenuation in merger galaxies is enhanced with respect to isolated galaxies. We find this enhancement is contributed mainly by spiral
galaxies in spiral-spiral (S-S) pairs, and increases with the increasing stellar mass of a galaxy. Combining the IR and UV parts of star
formation rates (SFRs), we then calculated the total SFRs and specific star formation rates (SSFRs). We find the SSFRs to be enhanced
in merger galaxies. This enhancement depends on galaxy stellar mass and the companion’s morphology, but depends little on whether
the galaxy is a primary or secondary component or on the separation between two components. These results are consistent with a
previous study based only on IR images. In addition, we investigate the nuclear contributions to SFRs. SFRs in paired galaxies are
more concentrated in the central part of the galaxies than in isolate galaxies. Our studies of dust attenuation show that the nuclear parts
of pairs most resemble ULIRGs. Including UV data in the present work not only provides reliable information on dust attenuation,
but also refines analyses of SFRs.
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1. Introduction
In the hierarchical scenario of galaxy and structure formation, in-
teractions between galaxies and their associated dark matter ha-
los happen frequently (e.g Cole et al. 2000; Wechsler et al. 2002;
Li et al. 2007; Freedman Woods et al. 2010) and can strongly
affect galaxy properties, such as morphology, luminosity, star
formation rate (SFR), and dust properties (e.g. Struck 2006;
Hwang et al. 2011). It is therefore quite important to consider
the effects of galaxy-galaxy interaction when studying the evo-
lution of galaxies.
If the orbital energy of the two interacting galaxies is low
enough, merging of galaxies occurs, and these mergers play a
very important role in the formation and evolution of galaxies
and their dark matter halos. Simulations show that during the
merging process of gas-rich galaxies, the gas flows inward and
causes a starburst in the nuclear region (e.g. Toomre & Toomre
1972). Although mergers are thought to be connected with star-
burst and AGN activity, the details are still not clear, and sev-
eral key questions related to mergers still remain to be solved
(Mo et al. 2010).
One of the questions is related to the strong evolution
of the cosmic star formation density from z = 0 to z =
1 (e.g. Lilly et al. 1996; Madau et al. 1998; Hopkins 2004;
Takeuchi et al. 2005). This evolution can be caused by a
change of merger rate at higher redshift (Zheng et al. 2004;
Hammer et al. 2005; Bridge et al. 2007). However, this conclu-
sion is objected to in several works, which have found that the
merger rate does not evolve much from z ∼ 0 to z ∼ 1 and
that the properties that do not strongly affect galaxy morphol-
ogy should be responsible for the evolution (Flores et al. 1999;
Bell et al. 2005; Melbourne et al. 2005; Lotz et al. 2008).
The discrepancy between these works may be caused by the
different methods they applied to selecting mergers (Xu et al.
2010). There are two common methods to select merger galax-
ies, both with advantages and disadvantages. One is to select
peculiar galaxies. This method can select galaxies at a late stage
of merging to very high redshift with the high-resolution images
provided by large telescopes (e.g HST). However, it is uncer-
tain whether all peculiar galaxies are in a merging state, since
some of them are isolated galaxies showing irregular star forma-
tion regions. The patchy distribution of dust in these regions can
strongly affect the light distribution and make this method of
identification problematic, especially in ultraviolet (UV) bands
(Burgarella et al. 2001). Another disadvantage of this method is
that the signature of the disturbed features becomes harder to de-
tect as one goes deeper in space (Mo et al. 2010; Xu et al. 2010).
The other method is to select close pairs, assuming that these
pairs will ultimately merge within a certain time scale. This
method avoids the complex identification of morphological fea-
tures, and thus is more objective. However, it suffers from biases
such as (1) the projection effect, (2) lack of very close pairs ow-
ing to the limited resolution of the telescope, (3) lack of less
luminous components given a certain magnitude limit (‘missing
the secondary’) (Xu et al. 2004, 2010).
To reduce these biases, Xu et al. (2010) (hereafter Xu10)
built a local sample of close pairs selected from near-infrared
bands by carefully choosing the selection criteria and presented
Spitzer observations for these galaxies. They find an apparent
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enhancement of star formation rates in mergers and discuss
in detail the dependence of the enhancement on morphology,
mass, and separation of these galaxies. Their work is less af-
fected by dust extinction than are previous studies based on UV
and optical bands (e.g. Barton et al. 2000; Woods et al. 2006;
Ellison et al. 2008), and it has better resolution than previous in-
frared (IR) works (e.g. Kennicutt et al. 1987; Telesco et al. 1988;
Xu & Sulentic 1991). Compared with Smith et al. (2007), who
looked into interacting features such as bridges and tails in re-
solved pairs using Spitzer data, Xu10 sampled galaxies with and
without strong interacting features.
Xu10’s sample provides a good opportunity to study the
physical properties of local merger galaxies. One important
property is dust attenuation. It changes the spectral energy
distribution of a galaxy and is correlated with SFR (e.g
Burgarella et al. 2006; Iglesias-Pa´ramo et al. 2006; Garn & Best
2010). Dust attenuation in major mergers can be quite com-
plex and different from that in isolated galaxies: merging pro-
cesses can inject gas into a galaxy and enhance the gas content
(Hernquist & Barnes 1991; Barnes & Hernquist 1996), but it can
also dissipate gas through hydrodynamic effects (Park & Choi
2009). Previous works about dust attenuation in merger galax-
ies are mostly based on theoretical modeling and numerical
simulations (e.g. Bekki & Shioya 2000; Goldader et al. 2002).
Hwang et al. (2011) study dust properties using Herschel data,
but their work is confined to IR bands. Since dust attenuation of
galaxies can be accurately investigated using the fraction of IR
to UV luminosity LIR/LUV (e.g. Meurer et al. 1999; Buat et al.
2005; Burgarella et al. 2006; Cortese et al. 2008; Boquien et al.
2012), we aim to combine UV and IR data to statistically inves-
tigate the dust attenuation of major merger galaxies.
The dust attenuation can be calculated without using IR
data if the IRX-β relation (relation between LIR/LUV and the
slope of UV spectra β) applies. This relation was originally
found by Meurer et al. (1999) for starburst galaxies. Later stud-
ies show that this relation changes for more quiescent galaxies
(e.g. Kong et al. 2004; Cortese et al. 2008; Mun˜oz-Mateos et al.
2009, etc.). Recently, Takeuchi et al. (2012) have found that the
original IRX-β relation needs to be corrected for the aperture ef-
fect. We examine the application of this relation to major merger
galaxies in this work.
If dust attenuation in merger galaxies differs from isolated
galaxies statistically, Xu10’s result for SFRs may be biased be-
cause they only used IR data and ignored the effect of un-
obscured SFRs that can be obtained from UV observations.
Takeuchi et al. (2005) have shown that the SFRs indicated by
UV emission contribute about 50% of the cosmic star formation
density in the local universe, implying that unobscured SFRs are
quite important for local galaxies. To give an unbiased view of
the SFR, it is necessary to consider both the obscured and un-
obscured emission from young stars, namely, IR and UV emis-
sion (see Buat & Xu 1996; Hirashita et al. 2003; Takeuchi et al.
2010, etc.). Hancock et al. (2008) studied the UV and mid-IR
properties of interacting galaxies, but they only focused on the
single case of Arp 82 and its merging features.
In this paper, we investigate the dust attenuation of paired
galaxies from Xu10’s sample, and re-estimate the SFRs of paired
galaxies by combining the IR and UV indicated SFRs. The struc-
ture of our paper is as follows. First, we introduce the sample se-
lection and the flux estimation of IR and UV images in Section
2. Then we discuss the results of dust attenuation, the depen-
dence of the attenuation on different parameters, and the IRX-β
relation in Section 3. In Section 4 we calculate the SFRs and
specific star formation rates (SSFRs) indicated by UV and IR,
and compare the results with previous works. The nuclear con-
tributions to SFRs are also discussed. Section 5 is a discussion
of the importance of including the unobscured SFRs. Our sum-
mary and conclusion are given in Section 6. Throughout this pa-
per, the Λ-cosmology is adopted: Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, and
H0 = 75 km s−1 Mpc−1.
2. Data
2.1. Pair selection
The pair and control samples were adopted from Xu10 (Table 1).
The galaxy pairs were selected from cross-matches between the
2MASS Ks Extended Source Catalog (XSC; Jarrett et al. 2000)
and the galaxy catalog of SDSS-DR3 (Abazajian et al. 2005).
This sample includes all spectroscopically confirmed spiral-
spiral (S-S) and spiral-elliptical (S-E) pairs in a parent sample
that is complete for primaries brighter than K= 12.5 mag, pro-
jected separations between 5h−1 kpc and 20h−1 kpc, and mass
ratio ≤ 2.5. There are 54 galaxies (27 pairs) and 39 of which are
non-AGN spirals. The details of the selection can be found in
Xu et al. (2004), Domingue et al. (2009), and Xu10.
For each non-AGN spiral galaxy in the pair sample, one iso-
lated galaxy with a similar mass (∆ log M ≤ 0.1) and the clos-
est redshift is matched to it. The isolated galaxies must be non-
AGN late type galaxies in the local Universe (z ≤ 0.1) with
both IRAC and MIPS data, and have Ks band magnitudes less
than 13.5 mag. Although there is a difference in redshift between
one galaxy in the pair sample and its isolated counterpart, Xu10
have proved that the difference will not introduce any bias using
Monte-Carlo simulation.
Previous studies of S-E pairs (e.g de Mello et al. 1996;
Domingue et al. 2003) have found that interactions with late-
type galaxies can provoke star formation activity in an
early-type galaxy. Indeed, there is one elliptical galaxy
(J10514368+5101195) in our sample showing significant signs
of star formation. However, since the number is small, we focus
on spiral galaxies in this study.
2.2. Infrared data
Results of Spitzer IRAC and MIPS observations for the paired
galaxies are provided by Xu10. The IR luminosity LIR is calcu-
lated using the IRAC 8 µm and MIPS 24 µm data:
log(LIR[L⊙]) = log(L24[L⊙]) + (0.87 ± 0.03)
+(0.56 ± 0.09) log(L8/L24),
(1)
where Lλ = νLν at λ µm. This estimation is consistent with
the one given by Dale et al. (2005) using 24, 70, and 160 µm
data(Xu et al. 2010).
The IR data of control galaxies are selected from Spitzer
SWIRE fields (34 galaxies) and Spitzer SINGS samples (5
galaxies). The fluxes of galaxies in SWIRE fields are taken from
the SWIRE Data Release 2 (Surace et al. 2005), and the fluxes
of galaxies in SINGS sample are taken from Smith et al. (2007).
2.3. Ultraviolet data
Ultraviolet images are taken from the GALEX GR6 database us-
ing GALEXVIEW. This database includes FUV and NUV im-
ages for 24 of our 27 pairs. These images are shown in Figure
A.1. Two methods are used to measure the UV fluxes:
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Fig. 1. Comparison between different methods of photometry. Panels (a) and (b) are for paired galaxies. Panels (c) and (d) are for
control galaxies. Squares indicate the magnitude difference between manual measurements and GALEX pipeline data, and dots
show the difference between aperture measurements and GALEX pipeline data.
1. Manual photometry is applied using an IDL program. This
program measures NUV and FUV fluxes for one source si-
multaneously, and the NUV images are used as the refer-
ence to detect sources. One starts the photometry with se-
lecting a region by eye to confine the initial area where
the photometry will be carried out. Then the program au-
tomatically searches for sources in this region and con-
ducts aperture photometry using a set of elliptical aper-
tures. The total flux density within the aperture is calculated
where the growth curve converges. Last, the flux densities
are corrected for Galactic extinction using a Schlegel map
(Schlegel et al. 1998) and the Galactic extinction curve of
Cardelli et al. (1989). A detailed description of this method
can be found in Iglesias-Pa´ramo et al. (2006). This method
has been proved reliable by several previous studies (e.g.
Iglesias-Pa´ramo et al. 2006; Buat et al. 2007; Takeuchi et al.
2012).
2. Classical aperture photometry is applied for pairs in which
the components are extremely close to each other such that
the manual program may not be able to rule out contamina-
tion from one component to the next when searching for the
convergence radius (Figure A.1). In addition, classical aper-
ture photometry is also applied to source No.51 (upper right
component of pair No.51-52). This galaxy is quite extended.
As a result, the manual photometry defines a smaller aperture
that covers only about half of the entire source.
We simulated the contamination from one component to the
next using stacked light profiles of our S and E galaxies. For
round galaxies, we calculated the fluxes of one galaxy with a
companion galaxy (measured flux, fm) and without one (true
flux, ft) in fixed apertures. The value of ( fm − ft)/ fm is shown in
Figure 2. We find for most of our galaxies that the contamination
is less than 5%. For the pairs J0211-0039, the contamination is
less than 10%. For the pairs J1510+5810 and J1704+3448, the
contamination may reach 20%. On average, the contamination
causes little error (< 0.025 dex) in our result and does not affect
our conclusion.
The results of the NUV and FUV photometry are shown
in Table 2. The different methods of photometry applied to the
sources are indicated as ‘M’ and ‘A’ for manual and aperture
photometry, respectively.
For the control sources, 38 sources are found in the GALEX
image database. Manual photometry was applied and the results
are shown in Table 3.
To prove the consistency between these methods, we com-
pared the results of the different methods with GALEX pipeline
data (Figure 1). For paired galaxies, the results of manual pho-
tometry and aperture photometry are consistent with each other
for sources that are separated well from their companion galax-
ies. Also, the results of both manual and aperture photometry
show consistency with pipeline data when the sources are not too
close to their companion galaxies and are not very extended. The
GALEX pipeline photometry is not preferred because the auto-
matic source extraction may identify extended sources as sepa-
rate sources (referred to as shredding in Takeuchi et al. (2010))
or mistake a close pair as a single source, and therefore it is less
accurate than our method.
2.4. Nuclear fluxes
We also measured fluxes within different circular apertures of
each galaxy in order to examine the fraction of the integrated
emission contributed by the nuclear and near-nuclear regions.
For IR bands, IRAC fluxes within 4 kpc and 10 kpc apertures
are already given by Xu10 for paired galaxies, so we only need
to measure MIPS fluxes and the same apertures for the control
galaxies using SWIRE and SINGS images. For UV bands, the
fluxes within the same apertures were measured, with the goal
of comparing the fraction of the nuclear contribution with the IR
3
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Table 1. Physical properties of spiral galaxies in the pair sample and their counterparts in the control sample (Xu10).
Paired Galaxy ID z log M CAT1 SEP2 separation Control galaxy ID z log M
(M⊙) (kpc) (M⊙)
J00202580+0049350 0.0176 10.84 SE2 0.50 9.44 LCK-287434 0.0320 10.88
J01093517+0020132 0.0447 11.05 SE2 1.12 19.02 LCK-178064 0.0450 11.15
J01183556-0013594 0.0475 10.93 SS2 1.06 20.18 LCK-320371 0.0471 10.96
J02110832-0039171 0.0199 10.98 SS1 0.56 8.89 LCK-523686 0.0452 10.94
J09374413+0245394 0.0230 11.46 SE1 0.68 17.29 LCK-415950 0.0317 11.37
J10205188+4831096 0.0531 10.88 SE2 0.88 17.64 LCK-086596 0.0470 10.86
J10272950+0114490 0.0223 10.73 SE2 0.65 9.28 EN1-158103 0.0298 10.70
J10435053+0645466 0.0273 10.83 SS1 1.27 15.98 EN1-360222 0.0429 10.74
J10435268+0645256 0.0273 10.73 SS2 1.27 15.98 EN1-010947 0.0367 10.67
J10514450+5101303 0.0244 11.13 SE2 0.15 4.74 LCK-162208 0.0240 11.12
J12020424+5342317 0.0642 11.16 SE2 0.87 17.90 EN1-018834 0.0631 11.06
J13082964+0422045 0.0241 10.53 SS1 1.29 12.09 LCK-233199 0.0269 10.60
J13325525-0301347 0.0472 10.90 SS2 0.79 14.29 LCK-019297 0.0469 10.96
J13325655-0301395 0.0472 11.21 SS1 0.79 14.29 LCK-703238 0.0444 11.20
J13462001-0325407 0.0236 11.01 SE1 1.28 16.79 LCK-050667 0.0457 10.92
J14005782+4251207 0.0327 11.01 SS1 1.37 19.27 LCK-027930 0.0458 11.06
J14005882+4250427 0.0327 10.90 SS2 1.37 19.27 LCK-071868 0.0466 10.94
J14250739+0313560 0.0359 10.66 SE2 1.31 15.38 EN1-516050 0.0381 10.66
J14334683+4004512 0.0258 11.25 SS1 1.22 19.29 LCK-641925 0.0272 11.19
J14334840+4005392 0.0258 11.10 SS2 1.22 19.29 LCK-400414 0.0281 11.12
J15064391+0346364 0.0345 11.22 SS1 1.10 16.29 LCK-534543 0.0314 11.14
J15064579+0346214 0.0345 11.17 SS2 1.10 16.29 LCK-136060 0.0483 11.08
J15101587+5810425 0.0312 11.02 SS1 0.53 7.85 LCK-172179 0.0461 11.02
J15101776+5810375 0.0312 10.79 SS2 0.53 7.85 LCK-564807 0.0446 10.76
J15281276+4255474 0.0182 11.26 SS1 1.32 17.68 LCK-621286 0.0454 11.32
J15281667+4256384 0.0182 11.03 SS2 1.32 17.68 LCK-038716 0.0469 11.00
J15562191+4757172 0.0195 10.49 SE1 1.32 16.33 LCK-582705 0.0286 10.49
J16024254+4111499 0.0333 11.11 SS1 0.64 12.57 LCK-329416 0.0472 11.07
J16024475+4111589 0.0333 10.78 SS2 0.64 12.57 LCK-040350 0.0460 10.70
J17045089+3448530 0.0568 11.01 SS2 0.63 7.76 EN1-346329 0.0636 10.97
J17045097+3449020 0.0568 11.28 SS1 0.63 7.76 LCK-182514 0.0673 11.21
J20471908+0019150 0.0133 11.37 SE1 0.99 20.73 LCK-515902 0.0723 11.37
J13153076+6207447 0.0306 10.91 SS2 1.34 15.54 LCK-347435 0.0468 10.87
J13153506+6207287 0.0306 11.09 SS1 1.34 15.54 LCK-048281 0.0481 11.05
J09494143+0037163 0.0063 9.71 SS2 2.04 15.49 NGC0024 0.0019 9.63
J09495263+0037043 0.0063 9.95 SS1 2.04 15.49 NGC2403 0.0004 9.99
J13082737+0422125 0.0241 10.15 SS2 1.29 12.09 NGC0925 0.0018 10.06
J14530282+0317451 0.0052 9.92 SS2 1.42 10.09 NGC3049 0.0050 9.91
J14530523+0319541 0.0052 10.17 SS1 1.42 10.09 NGC3184 0.0020 10.31
Notes. (1) Category of the paired galaxies. The ‘SS’ (or ‘SE’) means the galaxy is in spiral-spiral (or spiral-elliptical) pairs. The ‘1’ (or ‘2’) means the galaxy is the primary (or secondary)
component of the pair. (2) Normalized separation that calculated from Equation 6.
part. Tables 2 and 3 give the results for paired and control galax-
ies, respectively. The resolutions of GALEX images in the FUV
and NUV bands are ∼ 4.3′′ and ∼ 5.3′′, while the resolutions of
Spitzer images in the 8 and 24 µm bands are ∼ 2′′ and ∼ 6′′. For
our galaxies, the 4 kpc central region is about 7′′ in size, and
therefore the central regions of most of our galaxies can be re-
solved. For a few galaxies with small angular size, the difference
in image resolutions may cause some uncertainties. However, it
can be seen that the resolutions of GALEX and Spitzer MIPS
are very similar. Although IRAC 8 µm has a higher resolution,
the weight of 8 µm fluxes is very small when calculating the
IR luminosity (Equation (1)). Therefore, the bias caused by the
difference in resolutions can be ignored.
3. Dust attenuation
As mentioned in Section 1, dust attenuation in paired galaxies
may be very complex and is usually studied using numerical
simulations. Here with both UV and IR data, we can examine
whether there is a statistical difference in dust attenuation be-
tween pair and isolated galaxies. The attenuation in the FUV
band, AFUV, of these galaxies can be calculated using the for-
mula given in Buat et al. (2011):
AFUV[mag] = 0.483 + 0.812 y + 0.373 y2 + 0.299 y3
−0.106 y4, (2)
where y = log(LIR/LFUV), LIR is defined in Equation (1), and
LFUV is νLν at the FUV band (1530 Å).
The results for the 39 non-AGN spirals1 and the control sam-
ple are presented in Table 4. There are several different attenu-
ation measurements in the literature. Although these measure-
ments depend on star formation history, it has been shown that
they deviate little from each other: Buat et al. (2011) compared
their results with Meurer et al. (1999) and Buat et al. (2005), and
show that the difference between them is at most 0.3 magnitude.
The difference between their results and those of Cortese et al.
(2008) is small for low dust attenuation, but can reach 0.7 mag
for high attenuations. Boquien et al. (2012) also used a fourth-
order polynomial to fit the relation, and they show that the dif-
ference between their work and others (Burgarella et al. 2006;
Cortese et al. 2008; Buat et al. 2011; Hao et al. 2011) is smaller
than 0.2 magnitude. To assure that using different formulae does
not affect our conclusion, we also use Buat et al. (2005) and
Cortese et al. (2008) to calculate the dust attenuation, and find
our conclusion unchanged.
Figure 3 plots the histogram of the distribution of dust atten-
uation in our pair and control samples. It can be seen that AFUV in
paired galaxies has a very different distribution than in the con-
trol sample. Quantitatively, the mean AFUV is 2.82±0.24 mag for
1 Hereafter, we omit the term ‘non-AGN’ since in the following anal-
yses we only deal with these non-AGN spiral galaxies.
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Table 2. GALEX NUV and FUV fluxes for paired galaxies.
No. Name NUV fluxes [µJy] FUV fluxes [µJy] Pho
Total 4kpc1 10kpc2 Total 4kpc1 10kpc2
1 J00202580+0049350 135.86±1.81 79.99±1.10 116.66±1.55 46.30±1.68 28.33±1.13 38.69±1.46 M
2 J00202748+0050009 62.39±1.18 45.85±0.88 82.32±1.47 31.26±1.26 25.74±1.08 38.63±1.48 M
3 J01093371+0020322 14.99±0.77 2.34±0.21 8.89±0.44 6.20±0.71 0.92±0.21 3.12±0.42 M
4 J01093517+0020132 9.42±0.73 2.43±0.22 6.74±0.42 3.16±0.62 1.04±0.23 2.62±0.40 M
5 J01183417-0013416 41.88±1.31 12.25±0.57 36.28±1.13 18.65±1.21 7.73±0.66 17.32±1.10 M
6 J01183556-0013594 643.75±3.50 24.73±0.63 167.72±1.63 423.20±4.60 15.01±0.84 108.57±2.27 M
7 J02110638-0039191 92.12±1.90 17.10±0.76 62.61±1.57 45.31±2.23 12.02±1.06 32.84±1.89 M
8 J02110832-0039171 92.94±1.93 35.69±1.06 83.52±1.82 10.63±1.44 5.37±0.77 10.84±1.34 M
9 J09060283+5144411 ... ... ... ... ... ... M
10 J09060498+5144071 ... ... ... ... ... ... M
11 J09374413+0245394 1604.41±5.75 15.92±0.59 120.81±1.58 990.88±9.45 8.05±0.87 65.12±2.44 M
12 J09374506+0244504 58.24±4.40 25.61±1.38 52.39±3.24 23.51±3.43 12.91±1.37 23.86±2.68 M
13 J09494143+0037163 3654.47±11.51 2484.03±8.70 3764.10±11.83 2406.68±14.94 1678.75±12.15 2432.11±15.06 M
14 J09495263+0037043 8222.12±16.51 1999.33±7.56 6423.39±13.79 6051.09±23.63 1388.66±10.92 4690.21±20.23 M
15 J10205188+4831096 46.47±5.72 3.31±1.08 17.78±2.48 26.10±5.95 4.35±2.03 11.00±3.27 M
16 J10205369+4831246 17.51±3.00 0.93±0.67 4.65±1.54 10.61±3.49 0.77±0.91 1.95±1.57 M
17 J10272950+0114490 196.57±2.94 68.00±1.40 148.24±2.22 82.45±3.10 34.35±1.71 67.14±2.51 M
18 J10272970+0115170 33.17±3.04 16.43±2.20 29.29±5.34 7.52±1.12 4.15±0.70 7.44±1.25 M
19 J10435053+0645466 ... ... ... ... ... ... M
20 J10435268+0645256 ... ... ... ... ... ... M
21 J10514368+5101195 159.89±9.03 30.16±3.38 82.13±5.83 58.98±9.58 15.68±4.26 35.80±6.68 M
22 J10514450+5101303 10.19±2.04 16.47±2.62 87.00±6.10 6.08±2.71 4.14±2.40 40.69±7.24 M
23 J12020424+5342317 ... ... ... ... ... ... M
24 J12020537+5342487 ... ... ... ... ... ... M
25 J13082737+0422125 220.22±9.96 53.73±4.56 177.91±8.53 147.73±13.59 38.83±6.72 120.69±12.01 M
26 J13082964+0422045 389.70±13.47 81.05±5.56 238.50±9.76 356.09±20.83 54.29±7.93 205.57±15.49 M
27 J13325525-0301347 16.53±2.16 13.77±1.97 51.32±3.90 13.46±3.27 11.05±2.97 23.42±4.44 M
28 J13325655-0301395 537.81±12.13 18.67±2.19 164.06±6.50 332.13±16.30 7.15±2.37 104.20±9.01 M
29 J13462001-0325407 163.96±10.50 12.73±2.81 84.38±7.15 104.15±13.43 9.25±3.87 56.96±9.59 M
30 J13462215-0325057 30.84±6.16 14.20±2.98 23.04±5.18 9.79±6.30 ... 10.59±5.31 M
31 J14005782+4251207 71.52±1.74 15.36±0.61 44.64±1.10 38.37±2.46 9.21±0.97 26.23±1.70 M
32 J14005882+4250427 94.74±1.78 26.28±0.78 72.12±1.33 49.99±2.59 16.39±1.27 38.00±1.99 M
33 J14250552+0313590 62.01±1.68 15.34±0.67 49.48±1.30 28.97±1.85 9.27±0.89 25.22±1.55 M
34 J14250739+0313560 15.87±1.13 5.40±0.47 13.57±0.93 5.58±1.12 3.07±0.56 5.16±0.93 M
35 J14334683+4004512 387.57±13.72 15.51±2.46 98.20±6.17 219.93±17.53 7.97±3.09 46.35±7.47 M
36 J14334840+4005392 509.31±14.25 149.34±7.17 361.48±11.28 300.64±19.05 66.99±8.54 214.30±15.39 M
37 J14530282+0317451 1691.30±6.15 1021.81±3.68 1689.23±6.35 1039.03±8.30 626.87±6.09 1024.08±8.36 M
38 J14530523+0319541 2562.27±6.82 436.93±2.36 2088.87±5.35 1667.60±11.10 220.25±3.77 1334.07±9.31 M
39 J15064391+0346364 2.17±0.45 7.16±0.60 21.26±1.21 0.81±0.44 2.68±0.61 5.21±1.08 M
40 J15064579+0346214 294.63±3.68 12.89±0.66 60.87±1.46 195.30±4.67 7.43±0.85 35.09±1.86 M
41 J15101587+5810425 6.46±1.25 8.11±1.55 33.97±3.55 1.93±1.08 2.84±1.32 8.93±2.53 A
42 J15101776+5810375 88.00±4.23 25.07±2.09 69.59±3.60 50.70±5.43 19.43±3.21 40.35±4.72 A
43 J15281276+4255474 261.10±8.47 61.55±3.70 199.60±6.99 105.60±9.32 18.70±3.60 73.22±7.36 M
44 J15281667+4256384 47.82±4.83 24.77±2.51 43.78±4.18 11.86±4.58 7.11±2.42 14.53±4.24 M
45 J15562191+4757172 155.66±4.45 38.89±1.95 121.53±3.62 77.24±9.38 21.54±4.44 67.72±8.15 M
46 J15562738+4757302 < 1.45 ... ... < 0.91 ... ... M
47 J16024254+4111499 932.13±10.04 91.58±3.11 376.17±6.33 607.65±22.66 66.52±7.42 253.73±14.54 M
48 J16024475+4111589 345.27±6.38 55.92±2.48 231.41±5.15 197.24±13.01 39.18±5.71 138.59±10.85 M
49 J17045089+3448530 14.98±2.02 1.59±0.73 30.36±2.86 8.81±2.65 2.72±1.47 13.36±3.29 A
50 J17045097+3449020 141.08±6.07 23.12±2.37 89.97±4.71 54.15±6.57 9.34±2.66 41.64±5.64 A
51 J20471908+0019150 2906.97±15.56 20.55±1.18 165.51±3.01 1644.18±14.13 11.75±1.10 71.46±2.72 A
52 J20472428+0018030 114.65±3.03 66.15±1.94 124.30±4.51 31.58±2.28 18.95±1.34 35.59±2.61 M
53 J13153076+6207447 329.93±6.00 30.69±1.86 171.58±4.47 191.07±15.65 12.72±4.05 89.59±10.73 A
54 J13153506+6207287 736.30±9.99 130.55±3.65 367.29±6.24 399.30±23.76 80.85±9.95 198.45±15.68 A
Notes. (1) Fluxes inside 4 kpc aperture. (2) Fluxes inside 10 kpc aperture.
spirals in the pair sample, whereas it is only 2.20± 0.21 mag for
the control galaxies. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test shows
that the possibility of the two distributions being the same is only
0.024. Therefore, the dust attenuation in paired galaxies is not
the same as in isolated galaxies. The effect of this difference in
computing SSFRs is discussed in Section 4. We now analyze the
dependence of dust attenuation on different physical properties
for our pair and control samples.
3.1. Dependence of dust attenuation on mass
First we examine the dependence of AFUV on the stellar mass
of galaxies. The stellar mass is calculated using the 2MASS Ks-
band luminosities (Xu10). We divide the samples into four mass
bins using the same bins as Xu10 (see also Section 4). The av-
erage AFUV in each mass bin is given in Table 5 and shown in
Figure 4. The general trend for dust attenuation is that it in-
creases as the stellar mass of a galaxy increases until the stellar
mass reaches ∼ 1011M⊙ for paired galaxies and ∼ 1010.5M⊙ for
isolated galaxies. This correlation between dust attenuation and
mass may be due to the correlation between metallicity and dust
content (Brinchmann et al. 2004). However, in the more massive
bins, dust attenuation seems to decrease.
We compared this trend with previous studies.
Kauffmann et al. (2003) investigated a sample selected with
the SDSS z′ band and found that dust attenuation reaches a
maximum at a stellar mass of 1010.5M⊙ and then decreases as
the stellar mass increases. They conclude that when the stellar
mass is higher than 1010.5M⊙, the number of galaxies with
old stellar populations rapidly increases, implying that less
massive galaxies contain more gas and young stars. A similar
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Table 3. GALEX NUV and FUV fluxes for control galaxies.
No. ID NUV fluxes (µJy) FUV fluxes (µJy) Paired galaxy ID
Total 4 kpc1 10 kpc2 Total 4 kpc1 10 kpc2
1 LCK-287434 26.69±0.59 4.28±0.13 13.71±0.28 13.47±0.52 2.16±0.14 6.46±0.27 J00202580+0049350
2 LCK-178064 32.52±0.48 3.06±0.09 14.58±0.21 17.06±0.44 1.53±0.10 7.89±0.24 J00202748+0050009
3 LCK-320371 89.64±4.18 8.12±0.47 39.81±1.22 64.74±0.74 6.07±0.20 28.30±0.43 J01093371+0020322
4 LCK-523686 20.38±0.41 2.67±0.07 8.70±0.14 6.34±0.39 0.78±0.08 2.52±0.16 J01093517+0020132
5 LCK-415950 1147.61±1.29 71.78±0.30 279.07±0.59 671.83±2.25 39.00±0.53 141.13±1.00 J01183417-0013416
6 LCK-086596 130.89±0.49 4.14±0.07 19.25±0.15 97.10±0.72 2.87±0.12 13.71±0.26 J01183556-0013594
7 EN1-158103 423.57±1.20 48.20±0.37 183.86±0.74 298.52±2.32 30.50±0.72 116.71±1.41 J02110638-0039191
8 EN1-360222 85.84±0.59 6.52±0.13 37.18±0.31 44.99±1.31 4.59±0.35 23.99±0.82 J02110832-0039171
9 EN1-010947 8.43±0.26 2.15±0.08 7.41±0.19 2.25±0.32 0.69±0.14 1.99±0.28 J09060283+5144411
10 LCK-162208 199.59±0.83 36.47±0.29 136.22±0.59 98.87±0.86 18.38±0.35 73.85±0.71 J09060498+5144071
11 EN1-018834 10.43±0.51 1.60±0.07 4.71±0.13 3.94±0.59 1.10±0.15 2.64±0.24 J09374413+0245394
12 LCK-233199 62.65±0.75 13.15±0.23 45.42±0.47 40.17±0.81 9.67±0.33 29.63±0.60 J09374506+0244504
13 LCK-019297 15.80±0.65 2.61±0.10 10.31±0.24 5.99±0.51 1.22±0.11 4.11±0.23 J09494143+0037163
14 LCK-703238 52.11±0.58 3.39±0.07 18.96±0.19 35.53±0.63 2.61±0.14 13.48±0.32 J09495263+0037043
15 LCK-050667 39.92±0.64 3.62±0.13 18.22±0.30 22.90±0.65 1.94±0.15 10.86±0.37 J10205188+4831096
16 LCK-027930 59.00±0.60 5.04±0.08 25.83±0.20 29.76±0.64 2.71±0.14 14.10±0.33 J10205369+4831246
17 LCK-071868 297.51±0.48 26.51±0.11 132.75±0.26 185.34±0.92 16.75±0.26 84.19±0.59 J10272950+0114490
18 EN1-516050 ... ... ... ... ... ... J10272970+0115170
19 LCK-641925 461.08±0.99 13.38±0.14 92.53±0.37 301.58±1.51 7.52±0.23 53.62±0.60 J10435053+0645466
20 LCK-400414 105.03±0.85 11.42±0.09 38.10±0.19 69.68±0.96 5.80±0.16 22.01±0.33 J10435268+0645256
21 LCK-534543 306.47±0.93 11.40±0.14 56.46±0.32 199.36±1.31 6.20±0.22 32.88±0.50 J10514368+5101195
22 LCK-136060 26.52±0.87 2.21±0.12 12.18±0.31 14.59±0.63 1.09±0.11 7.37±0.29 J10514450+5101303
23 LCK-172179 36.33±0.51 1.93±0.06 11.58±0.17 18.48±0.52 1.16±0.10 6.76±0.24 J12020424+5342317
24 LCK-564807 132.62±0.54 5.93±0.08 39.19±0.21 94.23±0.86 3.88±0.16 25.67±0.41 J12020537+5342487
25 LCK-621286 15.13±0.44 2.80±0.08 9.63±0.18 5.74±0.37 1.27±0.10 4.14±0.19 J13082737+0422125
26 LCK-038716 96.19±0.66 6.35±0.14 31.60±0.31 65.93±0.77 4.17±0.18 22.14±0.42 J13082964+0422045
27 LCK-582705 23.95±0.37 6.74±0.10 18.54±0.19 7.45±0.39 2.66±0.14 6.30±0.24 J13325525-0301347
28 LCK-329416 35.87±0.48 3.67±0.08 19.44±0.20 17.83±0.53 1.93±0.12 9.67±0.28 J13325655-0301395
29 LCK-040350 2.47±0.24 0.48±0.08 1.93±0.18 0.69±0.20 0.16±0.06 0.41±0.14 J13462001-0325407
30 EN1-346329 80.04±0.66 5.25±0.13 27.97±0.29 49.61±1.09 3.25±0.24 18.06±0.56 J13462215-0325057
31 LCK-182514 50.07±0.62 1.99±0.07 9.22±0.16 32.31±0.61 1.39±0.10 5.89±0.20 J14005782+4251207
32 LCK-515902 9.38±0.44 0.53±0.04 2.99±0.09 3.16±0.37 0.26±0.05 1.14±0.11 J14005882+4250427
33 LCK-347435 8.74±0.35 0.88±0.05 3.32±0.11 2.50±0.39 0.36±0.07 1.05±0.13 J14250552+0313590
34 LCK-048281 32.83±0.48 1.33±0.06 6.70±0.13 18.38±0.48 0.53±0.06 2.97±0.15 J14250739+0313560
35 NGC0024 11029.62±19.40 6024.89±12.83 10153.03±18.43 8081.00±26.50 4344.08±18.78 7450.55±25.41 J14334683+4004512
36 NGC2403 317739.62±76.09 234299.82±60.46 326425.75±84.24 234466.58±105.82 166958.51±87.71 241057.21±111.09 J14334840+4005392
37 NGC0925 65670.66±62.90 12313.23±22.70 38203.55±41.90 48593.78±84.14 8666.34±32.27 27602.99±59.02 J14530282+0317451
38 NGC3049 4639.48±9.40 2575.06±6.29 4168.10±8.61 2872.98±17.44 1506.02±12.19 2509.49±16.10 J14530523+0319541
39 NGC3184 47886.38±153.04 5218.17±45.98 30169.53±110.95 34313.52±212.38 3101.25±61.80 20133.21±157.35 J15064391+0346364
Notes. (1) Fluxes inside 4 kpc aperture. (2) Fluxes inside 10 kpc aperture.
trend is found for our K -band selected control galaxies. The
mass turn-off of paired galaxies appears higher than in control
galaxies, implying that merging processes increase the dust
attenuation in galaxies. However, the trend can be due to the
selection effect as well. Iglesias-Pa´ramo et al. (2006) find that
dust attenuation is higher for higher stellar mass galaxies in
UV-selected samples, whereas it is lower for higher stellar mass
galaxies in IR-selected samples. The trend we find for control
galaxies can be explained by the sample being K -band selected
and therefore containing both kinds of galaxies.
Garn & Best (2010) have investigated a sample of nearby
star-forming galaxies and given the dependence of dust attenua-
tion of Hα luminosity AHα on stellar mass. Using AFUV/AHα =
1.68 (Meurer et al. 2009), we overplot their result in Figure 4 to
give a comparison of our result with this more global result de-
rived from a larger sample. Our result is consistent with theirs to
within 1σ uncertainty.
In more massive bins, the difference in dust attenuation be-
tween the paired and control galaxies becomes larger, implying
that more massive galaxies are affected more strongly by merger
process.
3.2. Dust attenuation in S-S and S-E pairs
In the pair sample, there are 26 spirals in S-S pairs, and nine
spirals in S-E pairs. The mean AFUV of spirals is 2.89±0.31 mag
in S-S pairs and 2.63±0.30 mag in S-E pairs. The KS test shows
that for spirals in S-S pairs the probability that the distribution
of dust attenuation is the same as for control galaxies is 0.031,
while for spirals in S-E pairs the probability is 0.603. Therefore,
the AFUV enhancement is mainly contributed by spirals in S-S
pairs. It should be noted that the number of spirals in S-E pairs
is small, and may therefore lack statistical significance. More
data are needed to investigate whether the SSFRs are enhanced
in spirals in S-E pairs.
At high-mass end Figure 5 shows that the average AFUV of
spirals in S-S pairs is apparently larger than S-E pairs. This result
may indicate that an S-S interaction extends the duration of gas
supply and makes massive galaxies able to have rich gas con-
tent, while an S-E interaction dissipates gas and makes massive
galaxies more gas poor. The decrease in AFUV in S-E pairs pre-
sumably reflects that during an interaction with a hot-gas halo in
early-type galaxies, late-type galaxies lose cold gas through hy-
drodynamic effects such as ram pressure stripping, viscous strip-
ping, and thermal evaporation (Park & Choi 2009).
An enhancement parameter ǫ(AFUV) is defined as
ǫ(AFUV) = ApairFUV[mag] − AcontrolFUV [mag]. (3)
The ǫ for paired and control galaxies are plotted in Figure 6. The
enhancement for spirals in S-S pairs increases as the stellar mass
of galaxies becomes higher, while the enhancement of spirals in
S-E pairs shows the opposite trend. These trends can be quanti-
tatively described by the linear regressions
< ǫS−S (AFUV)[mag] >
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Table 4. SFR, SSFR, and AFUV for non-AGN spirals in the pair and control samples.
Paired Galaxy ID SFRTOT logSFRFUV logSFRIR logSSFRTOT
SFRFUV
SFRTOT
AFUV Control Galaxy ID SFRTOT logSFRFUV logSFRIR logSSFRTOT
SFRFUV
SFRTOT
AFUV
(M⊙yr−1) (M⊙yr−1) (M⊙yr−1) (yr−1) (mag) (M⊙yr−1) (M⊙yr−1) (M⊙yr−1) (yr−1) (mag)
J00202580+0049350 0.13 -1.39 0.27 -10.71 3.1% 4.06 LCK-287434 -0.06 -1.36 0.07 -10.94 5.0% 3.47
J01093517+0020132 -0.91 -1.70 -0.83 -11.96 16.3% 2.10 LCK-178064 -0.16 -0.95 -0.08 -11.31 16.1% 2.12
J01183556-0013594 0.94 0.49 0.90 -9.99 35.8% 1.24 LCK-320371 0.18 -0.33 0.18 -10.78 30.5% 1.42
J02110832-0039171 -0.76 -1.88 -0.64 -11.74 7.7% 2.98 LCK-523686 -0.53 -1.38 -0.44 -11.47 14.1% 2.27
J09374413+0245394 0.90 0.23 0.95 -10.56 21.2% 1.81 LCK-415950 0.87 0.33 0.88 -10.50 28.7% 1.48
J10205188+4831096 0.53 -0.62 0.65 -10.35 7.1% 3.07 LCK-086596 0.11 -0.16 -0.07 -10.75 53.8% 0.81
J10272950+0114490 0.43 -0.89 0.56 -10.30 4.8% 3.52 EN1-158103 0.47 -0.08 0.48 -10.23 28.4% 1.49
J10435053+0645466 ... ... 1.02 ... ... ... EN1-360222 0.52 -0.57 0.64 -10.22 8.0% 2.92
J10435268+0645256 ... ... 0.06 ... ... ... EN1-010947 -1.32 -2.01 -1.26 -11.99 20.1% 1.87
J10514450+5101303 -0.97 -1.97 -0.86 -12.10 10.0% 2.66 LCK-162208 0.56 -0.75 0.69 -10.56 4.9% 3.50
J12020424+5342317 ... ... 0.41 ... ... ... EN1-018834 -0.03 -1.28 0.10 -11.09 5.6% 3.36
J13082964+0422045 0.02 -0.19 -0.24 -10.51 61.8% 0.66 LCK-233199 -0.15 -1.04 -0.05 -10.75 12.8% 2.38
J13325525-0301347 0.72 -1.00 0.87 -10.18 1.9% 4.60 LCK-019297 0.92 -1.37 1.07 -10.04 0.5% 5.64
J13325655-0301395 0.80 0.37 0.75 -10.41 37.3% 1.20 LCK-703238 -0.04 -0.65 -0.01 -11.24 24.8% 1.64
J13462001-0325407 -0.04 -0.76 0.02 -11.05 19.2% 1.92 LCK-050667 -0.23 -0.81 -0.21 -11.15 26.4% 1.57
J14005782+4251207 0.88 -0.90 1.03 -10.13 1.7% 4.72 LCK-027930 0.50 -0.70 0.63 -10.56 6.3% 3.20
J14005882+4250427 1.05 -0.76 1.20 -9.85 1.5% 4.80 LCK-071868 0.84 0.11 0.90 -10.10 19.0% 1.93
J14250739+0313560 -0.86 -1.64 -0.79 -11.52 16.9% 2.06 EN1-516050 ... ... 0.28 ... ... ...
J14334683+4004512 0.68 -0.35 0.79 -10.57 9.5% 2.73 LCK-641925 -0.09 -0.15 -0.78 -11.28 85.8% 0.21
J14334840+4005392 0.90 -0.20 1.02 -10.20 8.0% 2.93 LCK-400414 -0.05 -0.76 0.01 -11.17 19.5% 1.90
J15064391+0346364 -0.47 -2.50 -0.32 -11.69 0.9% 5.26 LCK-534543 0.57 -0.21 0.65 -10.57 16.6% 2.08
J15064579+0346214 0.71 -0.15 0.80 -10.46 13.9% 2.28 LCK-136060 -0.23 -0.96 -0.16 -11.31 18.6% 1.96
J15101587+5810425 -0.43 -2.24 -0.28 -11.45 1.5% 4.81 LCK-172179 -0.18 -0.90 -0.12 -11.20 19.3% 1.91
J15101776+5810375 0.39 -0.79 0.52 -10.40 6.6% 3.16 LCK-564807 0.30 -0.22 0.30 -10.46 30.2% 1.43
J15281276+4255474 0.50 -0.94 0.64 -10.76 3.6% 3.87 LCK-621286 -0.45 -1.42 -0.35 -11.77 10.9% 2.57
J15281667+4256384 -0.67 -1.93 -0.54 -11.70 5.5% 3.38 LCK-038716 0.18 -0.33 0.18 -10.82 30.7% 1.41
J15562191+4757172 0.13 -1.06 0.26 -10.36 6.5% 3.18 LCK-582705 -0.91 -1.72 -0.83 -11.40 15.6% 2.15
J16024254+4111499 1.11 0.33 1.19 -10.00 16.6% 2.09 LCK-329416 0.25 -0.89 0.37 -10.82 7.3% 3.04
J16024475+4111589 0.55 -0.16 0.61 -10.23 19.4% 1.91 LCK-040350 -0.34 -2.33 -0.19 -11.04 1.0% 5.17
J17045089+3448530 0.88 -1.02 1.03 -10.13 1.2% 5.00 EN1-346329 0.43 -0.18 0.46 -10.54 24.8% 1.64
J17045097+3449020 1.44 -0.25 1.59 -9.84 2.0% 4.51 LCK-182514 0.55 -0.31 0.64 -10.66 13.8% 2.30
J20471908+0019150 0.49 -0.00 0.47 -10.88 32.6% 1.35 LCK-515902 0.19 -1.26 0.33 -11.18 3.6% 3.88
J13153076+6207447 1.10 -0.25 1.24 -9.81 4.4% 3.62 LCK-347435 0.18 -1.75 0.33 -10.69 1.2% 5.06
J13153506+6207287 1.73 0.07 1.88 -9.36 2.2% 4.44 LCK-048281 -0.20 -0.86 -0.15 -11.25 21.8% 1.78
J09494143+0037163 -0.32 -0.55 -0.54 -10.03 58.3% 0.72 NGC0024 -0.84 -1.05 -1.09 -10.47 60.8% 0.68
J09495263+0037043 0.09 -0.12 -0.16 -9.86 60.9% 0.68 NGC2403 -0.30 -0.95 -0.26 -10.29 22.7% 1.73
J13082737+0422125 -0.20 -0.58 -0.29 -10.35 42.5% 1.06 NGC0925 -0.04 -0.32 -0.21 -10.10 52.5% 0.84
J14530282+0317451 -0.63 -1.06 -0.67 -10.55 36.8% 1.22 NGC3049 -0.11 -0.66 -0.10 -10.02 28.2% 1.50
J14530523+0319541 -0.43 -0.86 -0.48 -10.60 37.5% 1.19 NGC3184 0.04 -0.38 -0.02 -10.27 38.3% 1.17
Table 5. Average AFUV for galaxies in pair and control samples in four different mass bins.
Mass bins AFUV (mag)
pair control S in S-S S in S-E
9.7 < log(M/M⊙) < 10.2 0.97±0.12 1.18±0.20 0.97±0.12 ...
10.2 < log(M/M⊙) < 10.8 2.48±0.53 2.52±0.69 1.91±0.72 3.35±0.17
10.8 < log(M/M⊙) < 11.2 3.37±0.28 2.48±0.30 3.61±0.34 2.76±0.38
11.2 < log(M/M⊙) < 11.6 2.96±0.61 2.02±0.42 3.51±0.71 1.58±0.23
= (−13.92± 7.33) + (1.34 ± 0.68) log M[M⊙] (4)
and
< ǫS−E(AFUV)[mag] >
= (17.68 ± 1.44) − (1.59 ± 0.13) log M[M⊙]. (5)
The trend for spirals in S-E pairs still needs further tests be-
cause, as mentioned above, there are only nine galaxies in this
sample so the result may not be representative. In the rest of this
section, we focus on spirals in S-S pairs.
3.3. Dust attenuation in primaries and secondaries
In our S-S pairs, the mean AFUV of primaries (13 galaxies) is
3.01 ± 0.47 mag, and that of secondaries (13 galaxies) is 2.76 ±
0.41 mag. The difference is within the standard error. The KS test
gives 0.828 as the possibility that these two samples are drawn
from the same distribution. Figure 7 shows the mean AFUV of
primaries and secondaries in each mass bin. No apparent trend
is found.
3.4. Dust attenuation and separations
A smaller separation between two components of a paired
galaxy may indicate a later stage of merging, during which the
amount and distribution of dust can be influenced more severely
than at an earlier stage. Therefore, the dust attenuation in merger
galaxies may depend on the spatial separation between the two
components. However, in our sample we find no such depen-
dence (Figure 8).
We also tested the dependence using the normalized separa-
tion parameter SEP defined in Xu10:
SEP = s
r1 + r2
, (6)
where s is the projected separation, and r1 and r2 are the K-band
Kron radii of the primary and secondary from 2MASS, respec-
tively. s, r1, and r2 have the same units. For round galaxies,
when SEP is smaller than 1 the two components will overlap.
The SEP=1 is chosen to divide the sample because this value
is close to the mean SEP (1.12 ± 0.08) of the whole sample. It
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Fig. 2. Contamination from one component to the next. The sim-
ulation uses stacked profiles of S and E galaxies in our pair sam-
ple. Results for S-S (thin lines) and S-E (thick lines) pairs at
z = 0.01 (solid), z = 0.03 (dash dot), z = 0.07 (dashed) are
plotted.
also makes our analysis consistent with Xu10 and allows a con-
venient comparison between our results and theirs.
The mean AFUV is 2.64±0.39 mag for pairs with SEP greater
than 1 (16 galaxies), and 3.36±0.48 mag for pairs with SEP less
than 1 (7 galaxies). The difference is within the error. Figure 9
plots the mean AFUV for spirals in S-S pairs with SEP greater
than 1 and less than 1 in each mass bin. There is an increase
in AFUV for galaxies with SEP greater than 1 when the stellar
mass of galaxies increases, while hardly any trend can be seen
for galaxies with SEP less than 1. It is possible that the gas con-
tent can be enriched at intermediate distances, whereas the sit-
uation becomes more complicated when the two galaxies come
closer (for instance, increasing SFRs may deplete gas), but this
result may be biased by the projection effect.
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Fig. 3. Histograms of AFUV distributions for spirals in the pair
and control samples.
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Fig. 4. Dependence of AFUV on galaxy stellar mass for spirals in
pairs (squares) and for their control galaxies (crosses). The solid
line indicates the result given by Garn & Best (2010) (modified
from H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1 to H0 = 75 km s−1 Mpc−1), and the
dashed lines show the 1σ uncertainty.
3.5. IRX-β relation
IRX is the IR to UV ratio. β is the slope of the UV spectrum as-
suming a power law Fλ ∝ λβ, and can be inferred from the differ-
ence between the FUV and NUV bands (Kong et al. 2004). The
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Fig. 5. Dependence of AFUV on galaxy stellar mass for non-AGN
spirals in S-S pairs (circles) and S-E pairs (diamonds).
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Fig. 6. Dependence of AFUV enhancement on galaxy stellar mass
for spirals in S-S pairs (dots) and S-E pairs (diamonds). The
dashed line is the linear regression for spirals in S-S pairs.
IRX-β relation has been intensively discussed in many works.
Several formulae have been proposed to represent the relation for
different types of galaxies. To name a few, Boissier et al. (2007),
Cortese et al. (2006), Meurer et al. (1999), Mun˜oz-Mateos et al.
(2009), Overzier et al. (2011), Takeuchi et al. (2012), etc. With
FUV, NUV, and IR data, we can examine the IRX-β relation in
paired galaxies and in their nuclei. In Figure 10, we plot IRX
versus β for spirals in our pair and control samples, and overplot
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Fig. 7. Mean AFUV of primaries (squares) and secondaries (tri-
angles) in S-S pairs in different mass bins. There is only one
primary galaxy in the second mass bin.
Fig. 8. Dependence of AFUV of paired galaxies on the separa-
tions.
the relations given by Meurer et al. (1999), Mun˜oz-Mateos et al.
(2009), and Takeuchi et al. (2012) as comparisons. Meurer’s law
is only applicable to starburst galaxies. Takeuchi et al. (2012) re-
derived the relation for the same sample with newer data and cor-
rected for the aperture effect. Mun˜oz-Mateos et al. (2009) inves-
tigated the relation for more quiescent galaxies using a SINGS
sample.
Figure 10 shows the control galaxies follow these relations
closely. In contrast, the locations of the paired galaxies are
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Fig. 9. Mean AFUV of non-AGN spirals in S-S pairs with normal-
ized separations (SEP) greater than 1 (squares) and less than 1
(triangles) in different mass bins. There is only one galaxy with
SEP>1 in the second mass bin.
spread from the region of the quiescent galaxies to the region
of Goldader et al. (2002) ultraluminous IR galaxies (ULIRGs).
The large scatter for paired galaxies in the IRX-β diagram sug-
gests that interaction complicates the physical processes on dust
attenuation. Most of the paired galaxies have a similar location
to those found by Jonsson et al. (2006) for luminous mergers
using numerical simulations. The positions of the nuclear re-
gions of paired galaxies are similar to those of the ULIRGs
in Goldader et al. (2002). This is consistent with an interaction
injecting gas into galaxies, especially in the nuclear regions.
The central regions of ULIRGs are more extreme and show the
largest deviations from the IRX-β laws. These deviations can be
explained by these galaxies, especially the central parts, being
strongly obscured by dust. Only a very small fraction of UV light
can be detected, and thus IRX has very little correlation with β
(Goldader et al. 2002).
4. SFRs in merger galaxies
In Section 3, we find that the distributions of dust attenuation
in pair and control samples are different and that the attenuation
is dependent on morphology and mass. Therefore, the result of
Xu10 may be significantly affected by the UV part of SFR that is
not included in their analysis. A better way to calculate the SFRs
in galaxies is to combine the obscured SFRs and unobscured
SFRs (e.g. Takeuchi et al. 2005; Buat et al. 2005; Cortese et al.
2006). Assuming a constant burst of star formation for 108 yr and
a Salpeter initial mass function (IMF; Salpeter 1955), Buat et al.
(2007) present SFR calibrations using FUV and IR luminosity
as follows:
log SFRFUV[M⊙yr−1] = log LFUV[L⊙] − 9.51 (7)
log SFRIR[M⊙yr−1] = log LIR[L⊙] − 9.75. (8)
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Fig. 10. IRX-β relation for spirals in the pair sample (squares)
and their counterparts in the control sample (triangles).
The circles are the results for ULIRGs from Goldader et al.
(2002). Filled symbols represent the quantities within a 4
kpc aperture. The results of Meurer et al. (1999) (solid line),
Mun˜oz-Mateos et al. (2009) (dotted line), and Takeuchi et al.
(2012) (dashed line) are plotted as reference.
Since the IR emission is not only from dust heated by mas-
sive young stars, but also from old stars, the contribution of the
latter should be removed. The obscured SFRs (SFRdust) are then
given by
SFRdust = (1 − η)SFRIR. (9)
Therefore, the total SFRs are given by
SFRTOT = SFRFUV + (1 − η)SFRIR, (10)
where η is the fraction of IR emission by old stars. We use η =
0.3 as suggested by Buat & Xu (1996). Hirashita et al. (2003)
give a higher value of 0.4. Bell (2003) estimated η to be 0.32 ±
0.16 for galaxies with LIR < 1011L⊙, and 0.09±0.05 for galaxies
with LIR > 1011L⊙. Buat et al. (2011) find an average value of
0.17 ± 0.10 for a sample of star-forming galaxies. It should be
stressed that the difference caused by using a different value of
η is not significant. Although Bell (2003) gives an apparently
lower η for galaxies with LIR > 1011L⊙, only three galaxies with
such high luminosities are included in our sample. Even if η =
0.09 is taken, the total SFRs are at most 0.1 dex greater than the
case of η = 0.3, which is within the uncertainty.
For the 39 spirals in pairs and their control galaxies, SFRTOT,
SFRFUV, SFRdust, and the fraction of total SFRs contributed by
FUV parts are listed in Table 4. The distributions of the frac-
tions of SFRFUV for paired and control galaxies are quite differ-
ent (Figure 11; the KS test gives a 0.024 probability that these
two distributions are the same). The SFRFUV contributes from
several percent to as high as 80 percent, which can be sufficient
to affect the distribution of the total SFRs.
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Fig. 11. Histograms of SFRFUV/SFRTOT distributions for spirals
in the pair and control samples.
Figure 12 shows a comparison of histograms of SFRs for the
pair and control samples. The histograms show a significant ex-
cess of paired galaxies in the high SFR end. There are five galax-
ies with log(SFR) larger than one in the pair sample, but none in
the control sample. The KS test gives 0.049, quite a low value
for the null hypothesis that these two samples are drawn from the
same population. The mean log(SFR) in pair and control samples
are 0.32± 0.12 and 0.06± 0.07, respectively. In paired galaxies,
the contribution from old stars should be less than 0.3 because of
the higher star formation activity. Therefore, the SFR in paired
galaxies is slightly more than we estimated. That both dust atten-
uation and SFRs are found enhanced in paired galaxies is consis-
tent with the correlation between SFRs and AFUV found by previ-
ous studies (e.g. Brinchmann et al. 2004; Iglesias-Pa´ramo et al.
2004).
SSFR is the SFR normalized by the stellar mass M:
SSFR[yr−1] = SFR[M⊙yr
−1]
M[M⊙]
. (11)
Table 4 lists the results of SSFRTOT (SFRTOT/M) for paired and
control galaxies. The total SSFR distributions of pair and con-
trol samples are shown in Figure 13. (Hereafter, we abbreviate
SSFRTOT as SSFR.) The two distributions show significant dif-
ferences from each other. The KS test yields a probability of
0.024 that the two distributions are the same. The mean logSSFR
is −10.54 ± 0.11 for the pair sample, and −10.79 ± 0.08 for the
isolated control sample. Therefore, the paired galaxies show an
apparent enhancement of SFRs and SSFRs. This result is con-
sistent with Xu10’s conclusion.
4.1. Dependence of SSFR enhancement on mass
The mass dependence of SSFR enhancement is examined fol-
lowing Xu10’s method. The galaxies are divided into four
groups with different masses (Table 6). The average SSFR ver-
sus mass of each group is plotted in Figure 14. The result of
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Fig. 12. Histograms of SFR distributions for spirals in the pair
and control samples.
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Fig. 13. Histograms of SSFR distributions for spirals in the pair
and control samples.
Brinchmann et al. (2004) is overplotted to give a comparison.
Our result shows good consistency with their result, which was
derived from a more generally selected sample.
Figure 14 shows that the more massive galaxies have
stronger enhancement of SSFR, implying that massive galaxies
affect each other more severely. Xu10 find that the SSFRs of spi-
rals in pairs are nearly constant; however, here a decreasing trend
is also found for paired galaxies although not as apparent as for
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Table 6. Average SSFRs for pair and control galaxies in four different mass bins.
Mass bins logSSFR (yr−1)
pair control S in S-S S in S-E
9.7 < log(M/M⊙) < 10.2 -10.28±0.15 -10.23±0.08 -10.28±0.15 ...
10.2 < log(M/M⊙) < 10.8 -10.36±0.05 -10.78±0.21 -10.38±0.08 -10.33±0.03
10.8 < log(M/M⊙) < 11.2 -10.62±0.20 -10.86±0.10 -10.38±0.21 -11.24±0.34
11.2 < log(M/M⊙) < 11.6 -10.67±0.21 -11.03±0.18 -10.65±0.30 -10.72±0.16
the control sample:
SSFRpair[yr−1]
= (−7.28 ± 0.75) − (0.30 ± 0.07) log M[M⊙], (12)
and
SSFRctrl[yr−1]
= (−4.94 ± 1.08) − (0.53 ± 0.10) log M[M⊙]. (13)
The decreasing trends for both control and paired galaxies are
shown in Figure 14. The difference between this result and
Xu10’s is due to the FUV contribution. The righthand panel of
Figure 14 presents the dust-obscured and unobscured parts of
SFRs. Although the dust-obscured SSFR (SSFRdust) is almost
constant, the SSFR indicated by FUV (SSFRFUV) becomes less
as the mass increases.
4.2. SSFR Enhancement in S-S and S-E pairs
As mentioned in Section 3.2, among our spirals there are 26 spi-
rals in S-S pairs and nine spirals in S-E pairs. Xu10 find that only
the SSFRs of spirals in S-S pairs are enhanced. After adding
the unobscured SFRs, we found the mean logSSFR of spirals
in S-S pairs is −10.41 ± 0.12 and that of spirals in S-E pairs
is −10.92 ± 0.22. The KS test shows the possibility of the dis-
tributions of SSFRs of spirals in S-S pairs and in their control
galaxies are drawn from the same sample is 0.031, and the pos-
sibility is 0.957 for spirals in S-E pairs, consistent with Xu10’s
result.
Figure 15 shows the mass dependence of SSFR for spirals in
S-S and S-E pairs. Spirals in S-S pairs follow the trend described
by Equation (12). On the other hand, the SSFRs of spirals in
S-E pairs show no dependence on mass. The righthand panel
of Figure 15 presents the SSFRFUV and SSFRdust for S-S and
S-E pairs. For spirals in S-S pairs, the average contribution of
SSFRFUV becomes lower at higher mass, implying heavier dust
attenuation. For spirals in S-E pairs, neither the SSFRFUV nor
SSFRdust has an apparent dependence on mass.
As defined by Xu10, the SSFR enhancement indicator ǫ is
ǫ = log SSFRPAIR−S − log SSFRcontrol. (14)
The dependence of ǫ on mass is plotted in Figure 16. Galaxies
in S-S pairs show a clear trend of increasing ǫ with increasing
mass. The correlation between the enhancement in S-S pairs and
the stellar mass of galaxies is found to be
< ǫ >S+S = (0.01 ± 0.08)
+(0.40 ± 0.09) log M(1010M⊙) , (15)
which is consistent with Xu10’s result within the uncertainties.
On the other hand, the ǫ of spirals in S-E pairs depends little on
mass.
The SSFRFUV and SSFRdust for spirals in S-S and S-E pairs
are also plotted in Figure 16. The SSFRdust of spirals in S-S pairs
has an increasing enhancement as the mass of galaxies increases.
However, the SSFRFUV of spirals in S-S pairs does not show this
trend.
4.3. SSFRs in primaries and secondaries
Woods & Geller (2007) and Ellison et al. (2008) have found that
secondary components of paired galaxies show stronger en-
hancements than primary components. Xu10 argue that there is
no significant difference between the mean SSFR of primaries
and secondaries in any of the mass bins they studied. Here we
check the total SSFRs in primaries and secondaries in paired
galaxies and in their counterparts in the control sample. The
mean logSSFRs of primaries is −10.53 ± 0.20, and that of sec-
ondaries is −10.30± 0.13. Although the secondaries have higher
average SSFRs the difference is within the standard error. The
KS test for the primaries and secondaries gives a probability of
0.226, so it is hard to conclude whether the distributions are dif-
ferent or not.
The mass dependence of the SSFRs of primaries and sec-
ondaries is also examined (Figure 17). It seems the secondaries
have higher SSFRs in more massive bins, but the difference is
not significant. No significant difference is found between the
primaries and secondaries in each mass bin for SSFRFUV or
SSFRdust.
4.4. Enhancement in one or two components
KS tests for the secondaries and control galaxies and for the pri-
maries and control sample give probabilities of 0.098 and 0.190,
respectively, indicating that both primaries and secondaries in
the paired galaxy sample are distributed differently from the con-
trol sample.
Holmberg found that in galaxy pairs the two components
tend to have similar colors, which implies a sign of co-evolution
of the two components (Holmberg 1958). Xu10 examined the
Holmberg effect by comparing the SSFRs of the two compo-
nents in ten massive S-S galaxies. Here we also examine the
Holmberg effect in the two components of nine massive galaxy
pairs (log(M/M⊙) > 10.7). Massive pairs are examined because
only these pairs show an apparent enhancement of SSFRs, which
indicates the merging influence on each component. Figure 18
shows that there is concordance of the two components. The cor-
relation coefficient r is 0.457 for the two components in galaxy
pairs, and is 0.007 for their counterparts in the control sample.
Although the correlation between the two components for galaxy
pairs is less tight than Xu10’s result (r = 0.58), our result still
shows a certain level of co-evolution for the two components in
pairs.
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Fig. 14. Left: Dependence of SSFRs on galaxy stellar mass for paired galaxies (squares) and for the control sample (crosses). The
solid line is the result given by Brinchmann et al. (2004), modified for initial mass function (IMF) and H0. Right: Similar to left,
but divided into UV (small symbols) and dust (large symbols) parts. The dotted line shows the linear regression of the SSFRs-mass
relation for spirals in paired galaxies, and the dashed line for control galaxies.
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Fig. 15. Left: Dependence of SSFRs on galaxy stellar mass for spirals in S-S pairs (dots) and S-E pairs (diamonds). Right: Similar
to left, but divided into UV (small symbols) and dust parts (large symbols). The lines are the same as in Figure 14.
4.5. SSFRs and separations
Figure 19 shows the scatter plot of SSFRs versus the separa-
tions. Hardly any trend can be seen. As in Section 3.4, the av-
erage property is also investigated by separating the spirals in
S-S pairs into two groups: one with SEP greater than 1, and the
other with SEP less than 1. The mean logSSFR for paired galax-
ies with SEP greater than 1 is −10.38 ± 0.15, and for those with
SEP less than 1 it is −10.49 ± 0.22. No significant difference is
found in the distributions of the two groups (KS test gives 0.802
as the probability that the two distributions are drawn from the
same population). Figure 20 plots the average SSFRs of paired
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Fig. 16. Left: Dependence of SSFR enhancement on galaxy stellar mass for spirals in S-S pairs (squares) and S-E pairs (diamonds).
Right: Similar to left, but divided into UV (small symbols) and dust parts (large symbols). The dashed line shows the linear regres-
sion for spirals in S-S pairs.
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Fig. 17. Left: Mean SSFRs of primaries (squares) and secondaries (triangles) of S-S pairs in different mass bins. Note that there is
only one primary galaxy in the second mass bin. Right: Similar to left, but divided into UV (small symbols) and dust parts (large
symbols).
galaxies for these two groups in each mass bin as well as for their
obscured and unobscured parts. No systematic trend is found ex-
cept that the unobscured SSFRs for pairs with SEP larger than 1
seem to decrease as the mass increases. Although previous stud-
ies (e.g. Xu & Sulentic 1991; Barton et al. 2000; Lambas et al.
2003, etc.) conclude that paired galaxies with separation. 20h−1
kpc have stronger enhancement of SFRs than those with sepa-
ration & 20h−1 kpc, the separation does not seem to be a de-
termining parameter of star formation activity for mergers with
separation . 20h−1 kpc. The outcome can be affected by sev-
eral conflicting factors. As Xu10 suggest, galaxies with smaller
separations may undergo gas depletion due to prolonged star for-
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Fig. 18. Correlation between SSFRs of two components in the
S-S pairs with M ≥ 1010.7M⊙. Squares and crosses represent
spirals in the pair and control samples, respectively.
Fig. 19. Dependence of log SSFR of paired galaxies on the sep-
arations.
mation activity at the place where the two galaxies overlapped.
Also, the projection effect may confuse efforts to probe the ac-
tual dependence on the true 3D separations.
4.6. SFRs in nuclear regions
From Tables 2 and 3, the SFRs inside 4 kpc and 10 kpc are de-
rived. The nuclear contributions to unobscured SFRs (SFRFUV),
obscured SFRs (SFRdust) and their combination are all plotted
in Figure 21. The median nuclear contribution of the SFRFUV is
15% for paired galaxies and 6% for control ones. The difference
becomes even greater for the SFRdust: the average nuclear con-
tribution of SFRdust reaches 33% for paired galaxies, while it be-
comes 5% for control ones. For the combination of the two parts,
the nuclear contribution is 30% for paired galaxies, and is 5% for
the control ones. These results are consistent with the theory that
a starburst is triggered in the center of galaxies because of the gas
inflow induced by the interaction. Our result is larger compared
to the Kennicutt et al. (1987) and Kennicutt & Kent (1983) re-
sults derived from Hα images (in which the central regions con-
tributes 13% and 4%). This may be due to the different aperture
size: Kennicutt et al. (1987) used an aperture size of 4.7′′, while
we used 4 kpc, which corresponds to an average aperture size of
∼ 9′′ for the pair sample and ∼ 7′′ for the control sample.
5. The importance of including the SSFRFUV
Our results for SSFRs basically agree with the conclusions gen-
erated by Xu10, but our findings on dust attenuation in pair and
control samples are not similar, as we have shown in Sections 3
and 4. From Table 4, we can see that in spite of some galaxies
having contributions of SSFRFUV over 50%, the average contri-
butions of SSFRFUV are 17.1%±3.1% and 22.7%±3.1% for pair
and control samples, respectively. On average, the SSFRFUV con-
tributes much less to the total SSFR than the SSFRdust. The aver-
age contribution of the SSFRFUV calculated here is less than the
mean value given by Takeuchi et al. (2005) because our sample
is near-IR/optical-selected, while their sample is more general
and includes objects such as small galaxies with luminous UV
emission. Also, their analysis is based on luminosity functions,
and therefore volume corrections are accounted for and cannot
be compared easily to individual groups. The average SSFR is
−10.54 ± 0.11 in our study, which is very close to what is ob-
tained by Xu10 (−10.50± 0.10). The cosmic star formation den-
sity contributed by spirals in paired galaxies is 2.0×10−4 M⊙ yr−1
Mpc−3 (the spiral fraction is kindly provided by C.K.Xu, pri-
vate communication), which is consistent with Xu10’s result of
2.54×10−4 M⊙ yr−1 Mpc−3.
By including SSFRFUV, we find similar conclusion to the
one in Xu10 that, as the stellar mass of galaxies increases, the
enhancement also increases. Our studies of companion mor-
phologies, primaries and secondaries, the Holmberg effect, and
the dependence of separations also agree with Xu10’s results.
Nevertheless, the SSFRFUV in different mass bins is still worth
investigating, since the galaxies with high SSFRFUV may fall
in the same mass bin and change the total SSFRs distribution
severely. Indeed we find the SSFRs for paired galaxies show a
slight decrease as the mass of galaxies increases, unlike Xu10’s
Figure 5 with almost constant SSFRs. One may argue that in
more massive bins, the old stellar contribution becomes smaller
and the trend may be due to using a constant η. However, this
trend still exists even if we reduce the contribution of the old-
stellar population η to 9% for the two bins with higher mass.
This trend is caused by the decreasing UV contribution as the
mass increases, implying that at the low-mass end the UV con-
tribution is quite important and should not be ignored, although
in this work the trend is weak and does not affect the calculation
of cosmic star formation density.
6. Summary and conclusion
We presented FUV and NUV photometry results for a local sam-
ple of paired galaxies. By combining the UV and IR data, we in-
vestigated the dust attenuation and SFRs in merging spirals and
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Fig. 20. Left: Mean SSFRs of spirals in S-S pairs with SEP greater than 1 (squares) and less than 1 (triangles) in different mass bins.
There is only one galaxy with SEP>1 in the second mass bin. Right: Similar to left, but divided into UV (small symbols) and dust
parts (large symbols).
Table 7. Average AFUV and SSFRs for different subsamples of galaxies, where the number in the bracket indicates the number of
galaxies in each subsample.
Control(35) pair(35) S in S-S(26) S in S-E(9) S in S-S
Primary(13) Secondary(13) Sep>1(17) Sep>1(9)
AFUV (mag) 2.20 ± 0.21 2.82 ± 0.24 2.89 ± 0.31 2.63 ± 0.30 3.01 ± 0.47 2.76 ± 0.41 2.64 ± 0.39 3.36 ± 0.47
logSSFR (yr−1)−10.79 ± 0.08−10.54 ± 0.11−10.41 ± 0.12−10.92 ± 0.22−10.53 ± 0.20 −10.30 ± 0.13 −10.38 ± 0.15−10.49 ± 0.22
Table 8. Summary of results of KS tests for AFUV and SSFRs between different subsamples of galaxies.
Control vs. Pair S-S vs. Control S-E ∗ vs. Control Pri. vs. Sec. Sep> 1 vs. Sep< 1 ∗
AFUV 0.024 0.031 0.603 0.828 0.579
SSFRs 0.024 0.031 0.957 0.226 0.802
Notes. (∗) The sample size is small (nine galaxies) so the test results may be biased.
in a control sample of isolated galaxies. Dust attenuation is cal-
culated using UV and IR fluxes and then compared between the
pair and control samples. The SFRs indicated by UV are com-
pared with SFRs indicated by IR, and then the UV and IR parts
of SFRs are combined to give the total SFRs and SSFRs to study
the enhancement of star formation activity in paired galaxies.
The results are compared to Xu10’s results, which are based on
IR images. We also studied the difference in dust attenuation
and SSFRs between spiral galaxies in S-S pairs and S-E pairs,
between primaries and secondaries, and between paired galaxies
with normalized separations SEP greater than 1 and those with
SEP less than 1. The KS test result, the mean AFUV and SSFRs
in each group are summarized in Tables 7 and 8. We come to the
following conclusions
1. Dust attenuation in paired and control galaxies shows differ-
ent distributions. Paired galaxies tend to have heavier dust
attenuation than isolated ones.
2. The enhancement of dust attenuation depends on the mor-
phology of paired galaxies: spirals in S-S pairs have higher
dust attenuation than control galaxies but spirals in S-E pairs
do not. The enhancement of dust attenuation for spirals in
S-S pairs increases with stellar mass.
3. No systematic difference in dust attenuation is found be-
tween primaries and secondaries. Dust attenuation in galax-
ies with SEP greater than one and those with SEP less than
one in S-S pairs do not show significant difference. However,
unlike in pairs with SEP less than one, dust attenuation in
pairs with SEP greater than one increases with stellar mass.
4. Our investigation of total SSFRs in paired galaxies confirms
Xu10’s IR data-only results. The reason is that in our galax-
ies, the dust obscured SSFRs dominate the total SSFRs at
an average level. However, by including SSFRs indicated by
UV, we find that SSFRs in paired galaxies also show a de-
creasing trend as stellar mass increases.
5. Including the SSFRFUV affects the less massive galaxies
most. Nevertheless, this inclusion hardly changes the con-
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Fig. 21. Comparison of SFRs included within a 4 kpc aper-
ture and SFRs of a whole galaxy. The lines indicate 1%, 10%,
and 100% nuclear contributions to the total SFRs. Filled cir-
cles, pluses, and open circles represent the SFRdust, SFRFUV, and
the total SFRs of paired galaxies, respectively. Filled triangles,
crosses, and open triangles are the SFRdust, SFRFUV, and the total
SFRs of control galaxies, respectively.
tribution of paired galaxies to the cosmic SFR in the local
universe.
6. Paired galaxies show a stronger concentration of IR emis-
sion and dust attenuation in their nuclear regions than control
galaxies do, which is evidence of merger-induced starbursts.
7. In the IRX-β diagram (Figure 10), paired galaxies show
larger scatter than control galaxies. The nuclear regions of
paired galaxies are located in a similar region to ULIRGs.
Our future work will focus on the spatial symmetry of UV
and IR images, as well as on the spectral energy distribution of
these galaxies. With the data release of Herschel, submillimeter
bands and a larger sample of paired galaxies will be available for
further investigation.
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Appendix A: GALEX GR6 images for pairs in our
sample
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Fig. A.1. GALEX NUV and FUV images of paired galaxies. For pairs 13-14, 37-38, and 51-52, the scale of the images is 7.5′×7.5′.
For the other pairs, the scale of the images is 2′ × 2′. The names of pairs are shown in the upper left of each image, and the names
of the GALEX tiles are shown in the lower left.
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Fig. A.1. (Continued.)
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Fig. A.1. (Continued.)
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Fig. A.1. (Continued.)
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